Let B be a graded Cohen᎐Macaulay quotient of a Gorenstein ring, R. It is known that sections of the dual of the canonical module, K , can be used to B construct Gorenstein quotients of R. The purpose of this paper is to place this method of construction into a broader context. If M is a maximal Cohen᎐Macaulaỹ B-module whose sheafified top exterior power is a twist of K and if M satisfies B certain additional homological conditions then regular sections of M U can again be used to construct Gorenstein quotients of R. On Cohen᎐Macaulay quotients, the normal module, the first Koszul homology module and several other associated modules all have sheafified top exterior power equal to a twist of K . If additional B restrictions are placed on the Cohen᎐Macaulay quotients then these modules will satisfy the required additional homological conditions. This places the canonical module within a broad family of easily manipulated maximal Cohen᎐Macaulay modules whose sections can be used to construct Gorenstein quotients of R.
INTRODUCTION
Let R be a Gorenstein ring. If B is a graded Cohen᎐Macaulay quotient of R, then degeneracy loci of sections of the dual of the canonical module of B in R define Gorenstein algebras. Several authors have made use of the Gorenstein algebras arising from such degeneracy loci in Gorenstein liaison theory as well as in several other contexts. If M is a free R-module of rank r then the degeneracy loci of regular sections of M* again define Ž . Gorenstein algebras in fact complete intersection algebras . Such degeneracy loci as a source of complete intersections are commonplace in complete intersection liaison theory and other areas. A large part of the success of these methods is due to the fact that these modules can be constructed in abundance. In addition, these modules and their sections are particularly easy to manipulate. For instance, by utilizing tensor operations, it is relatively easy to find sections whose degeneracy loci lie within prespecified ideals. There are many other easily manipulated, readily available modules associated to Cohen᎐Macaulay quotients of a Gorenstein ring. Several of these modules have the same property with Ž respect to degeneracy loci of their regular sections i.e., they can be used . to construct Gorenstein algebras . The present paper is an attempt to identify these modules and place them in the more general framework of maximal Cohen᎐Macaulay modules with ''good sections.'' Section 1 of the paper provides a brief glossary of definitions and recurring notation. Section 2 consists of a theorem on maximal Cohen᎐Macaulay modules and its proof. Section 3 is filled with several examples and applications identifying important classes of modules which fit into our framework. The examples deal primarily with the conormal module, the first Koszul homology module, and several other related modules.
Notation, Definitions, and Background
Throughout this paper we will use boldface type like K , B, R, M, I to B denote algebraic objects such as modules, ideals, and algebras. R will be a graded Gorenstein quotient of a polynomial ring over an algebraically closed field, k, with the usual grading. B will be a graded Cohen᎐Macaulay quotient of R, F will be a graded free R-module, and I, J, J X will be i homogeneous ideals in R. M will denote a finitely generated graded c Ž Ž .. module over B and A will be a graded quotient of B. K s Ext B, R e B R Ž will denote the canonical module of B in R where c denotes the codimen-Ž . . sion of B in R and R e denotes the canonical module of R . N denotes 
S
We will make reference to the notions of a quotient, RrJ, being licci or strongly Cohen᎐Macaulay. Definitions of these terms are given below.
X Ž DEFINITION 1. Two quotients of R, RrJ, and RrJ equidimensional . and without embedded components are said to be geometrically complete Ž .
X intersection linked resp. geometrically Gorenstein linked if J and J do Ž X . not share common components and if Rr J l J is a complete intersec-Ž .
X tion resp. Gorenstein . Two quotients of R, RrJ, and RrJ , are said to be Ž algebraically complete intersection linked resp. algebraically Gorenstein . Ž . linked if there exists a complete intersection resp. Gorenstein ideal K Ž X .
X X
with K : J l J such that J s K : J and J s K : J. 
w x i -r, and conversely 11 . This implies 
Proof. Conclusion 2 follows from the isomorphisms
Ž .
Ž . 
We claim that the global section functor, H# U, y , is exact on Ž . 10 . To see this, define
act sequences and apply the global section functor to each of them. It suffices to show that
To use an induction on i, we instead prove the more general statement
and since depth K s depth B G r, we
Ž . obtain 11 for i s 1 if we use the fact
IŽ Z . B
Ž . To use induction, we now assume that 11 holds for i s k where 1 F kr y 2. Since
is exact and since depth M G r we get
and we conclude by the induction assumption. Thus we have proven the exactness of . E E xt M , K s 0 for i ) 0, cf. Theorem 5 on S, then Serre Duality and
Ž . This explains and essentially reproves conclusion 1 of Theorem 8. More Ž . importantly, if r is even, we see immediately from 14 that we can weaken the Cohen᎐Macaulay assumption on M to
provided that M is locally free on S. Ž . Utilizing Serre duality carefully, we can weaken condition 3 of Theorem 8 by replacing the maximal Cohen᎐Macaulay assumption on M r r2 with 1 1
provided M is locally free on U s S y Z. Indeed, to conclude as in Theorem 8, it suffices to prove that this implies that M is a maximal r r2
Cohen᎐Macaulay B-module. Since
This is equivalent to proving
ž / w x w x by 11, Exp. VI . Now, using 22, Lemma 1.8a , it is easy to see that
2
Ž . and we conclude by 4 . that M is a maximal Cohen᎐Macaulay B-module and due to
we get the resolution
ryi Ž . We conclude by applying an iterated mapping cone construction to 9 . Note that the Cohen᎐Macaulay type of A is the same as the Cohen᎐Ma-Ž . Ž . caulay type of M yrs s K t y rs . Hence A is Gorenstein since the r B
Cohen᎐Macaulay type of K is 1.
B
Remark 11. In order to further generalize Theorem 8, we can look Ž . precisely at which depth -condition is needed to prove the exactness of 9 ᒊ as well as the Gorenstein property of A. This leads us to replace assump-Ž . tion 3 of the theorem with the apparently weaker assumption
ᒊ ryi
A careful use of Serre Duality, along the lines of Remark 9, gives the maximal Cohen᎐Macaulay property for all modules M under the assumpi Ž X . tion of 3 . In a forthcoming paper, where we consider sections of a certain class of sheaves, we have been able to find conditions which Ž guarantee that the saturation, A, of A is Gorenstein so Proj A is arithmeti-. Ž cally Gorenstein . Under additional assumptions but still weaker than the . Cohen᎐Macaulay assumption we have A is Gorenstein as well.
FAMILIES OF MAXIMAL COHEN᎐MACAULAY MODULES
In this section, we apply Theorem 8 to several families of maximal Cohen᎐Macaulay modules. There is a unique module, up to twist, with Ž . rank r s 1 which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8 namely K . In B contrast, there are many modules which have rank r G 2 on an open set, U, and which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 8. If M is to be a candidate for such a module, it must certainly satisfy
With this in mind, we concentrate on the module of Kaehler differentials ⍀ , the normal module N , and the first Koszul homology module H B B 1 Ž Ž where the latter is built on some minimal set of generators of I s ker R .. ª B . It is well known that these modules satisfy the isomorphism given Ž . in 16 on some naturally defined U. For instance, for N and H we let U 
Canonical Modules
In this subsection we briefly discuss a consequence of Theorem 8 with U Ž . respect to sections of K s . If S is Gorenstein outside a closed set Z of B codimension at least 2 in S, then we easily see that the canonical module satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8. The Gorenstein quotients constructed via these modules are given by an exact sequence of the form ing the exact sequence
Ž . Ž . can transform sequence 18 into the form of sequence 17 by letting B s RrJ. If we have an R-free resolution of B then we easily get an R-free resolution of A by applying the mapping cone construction to sequence Ž . 17 . The construction of Gorenstein algebras in this manner has been w x utilized by several authors; cf. 9, 10, 17, 18 .
, e, f and let I s bc y ad, be y af, . de y cf be the ideal of 2 = 2 minors of the 2 = 3 matrix of indeterminants of R. In this case, B s RrI is Cohen᎐Macaulay of codimension 2, Ž . S s Proj B is a local complete intersection so we can take Z s л , and the minimal R-free resolution of B is 2 3 0 ª R y3 ª R y2 ª R ª B ª 0.
Ž . Ž .
0˜U Ž Ž .. A regular section, g H S, K y1 , defines a Gorenstein algebra, A, of B codimension 3 with R-free resolution 5 5 0 ª R y5 ª R y3 ª R y2 ª R ª A ª 0.
Ž . Ž .
An example of such a Gorenstein algebra is A s Rr bc y ad, be y af , de y cf , a 2 q ad q ce, ab q bd q cf .
Normal Modules
In this subsection, we apply 
Ž . To show it, we consider a minimal R-free resolution
It follows that the homology groups of the complex 
Ž .
U U sequences we get by tensoring 24 with F and F and the mapping cone 1 2 construction, we get a minimal R-free resolution of 
The resolution is minimal for most values of s and for all values of s c 0. 
Ž . If the codimension of B is 3 and if B is Gorenstein, then 19 is the exact sequence
of Lebelt᎐Weyman by f, we obtain at once a minimal R-free resolution of Ž . Ž . N . Recalling that the canonical module, K , satisfies K ye , B f , cf. Ž . Noting these isomorphisms, the R-dual sequence of 27 yields the R-free resolution Ž .
B B rA
of Proposition 13 into two short exact sequences and using the mapping cone construction, the resolution of IrI 2 , and the resolution of N , we B obtain the following R-free resolution
Again, the resolution is minimal for most values of s and for all s c 0. s k a, b, c, d , e, f and let I s bc y ad, be y . af, de y cf be the ideal of 2 = 2 minors of the 2 = 3 matrix of indetermi-nants of R. In this case, B s RrI is Cohen᎐Macaulay of codimension 2, Ž . S s Proj B is a local complete intersection so we can take Z s л , and the minimal R-free resolution of B is 2 3 0 ª R y3 ª R y2 ª R ª B ª 0.
Ž . Ž .
0˜U Ž Ž .. A regular section, g H S, N 3 , defines a Gorenstein algebra, A, of B codimension 4 with R-free resolution 9 1 6 9 0 ª R y6 ª R y4 ª R y3 ª R y2 ª R ª A ª 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . To construct Gorenstein algebras of small codimension, we use Proposi-Ž . w x By 2 , we have an exact sequence
An example of such a Gorenstein algebra is
for every i G 1. Splitting the exact sequence
of Proposition 18 into short exact sequences and applying the mapping cone construction, we obtain an R-free resolution of A.
If B is Gorenstein with codimension 3 and if 1 F r F 3 then we remark Ž . Ž . that r s 2 since I s r q c must be odd. In view of 32 it suffices to find an R-free resolution of H . If we combine the isomorphism of 
Ž .
The mapping cone construction applied to 33 yields
This reduces to
Ž . Finally, combining with H , H f y d and 32 and using that 2 f s d 1 1 w x Ž Ž. . by 3 since I s 5 we readily obtain the following R-free resolution of A Let R s k a, b, c, d , e, f and let I s bc y ad, be y 2 . af, de y cf, a q ad q ce, ab q bd q cf be the ideal defining the Gorenstein algebra constructed in Example 12. In this case, B s RrI is Goren-Ž stein of codimension 3, S s Proj B is a local complete intersection but not . smooth , and the minimal R-free resolution of B is 5 5 0 ª R y5 ª R y3 ª R y2 ª R ª B ª 0. 
An example of such a Gorenstein algebra is
..
Further Applications
In this subsection we give some ideas and examples of how we can use Theorem 8 to construct other Gorenstein algebras, especially when the rank of M is small. This will lead to Gorenstein quotients R¸B s RrI of small codimension. Throughout this subsection, we assume that B is of finite projective dimension over R.
Indeed, one may hope to construct Gorenstein quotients by applying Ž Theorem 8 to the left term of a short exact sequence provided the dual of . Ž Ž . Ž . . the right term is ''good'' for the theorem as we did in 30 using 8 . For Ž . instance looking also to 19 , we have a surjection F m B¸H if H ª To analyze this idea further, it seems more natural to consider the dual Ž . of 19 , or more precisely the complex
where coker s K ye and F m B s B leads to s 0. As we maximal Cohen᎐Macaulay module, we remark that there is an exact sequence 
Ž . Ž . 13, and Proposition 18 take care of all Gorenstein quotients to be con-Ž . structed by this idea of applying Theorem 8 to the ''syzygy'' modules of 35 and its dual.
If the codimension c s 3, then we have a complex
which is exact except in the middle. Indeed
By Proposition 23 we see that, in addition to the modules K , N , and H ,
there are precisely 3 more modules to which we might apply Theorem 8, using this idea. To apply Theorem 8 to these 3 modules, we must prove the maximal 0 Ž i Ž .. Cohen᎐Macaulayness of H# U, H y of the 3 modules for all 2 F i F rankr2. We have not been able to prove this extra assumption in general, and we leave it as an interesting question for further investigations. . of each of these modules ?
The extra assumption above is fulfilled if the rank of the module is at most 3. Remarking that the part of the proof of Proposition 23 which is concerned with the module im , works with a local Gorenstein as- Ž . Ž . A of codimension c q 3. w x Ž EXAMPLE 29. Let R s k a, b, c, d , e, f and let I s bc y ad, be y . af, de y cf be the ideal of 2 = 2 minors of the 2 = 3 matrix of indetermi-Ž . nants of R as in Example 12 . In this case, B s RrI is Cohen᎐Macaulay of codimension 2, S s Proj B is a local complete intersection, and the minimal R-free resolution of B is 2 3 0 ª R y3 ª R y2 ª R ª B ª 0.
Ž . Ž . 
provided the codimension of Z is Ž . complexes given in 6, p. 595 shows that L, S L, and S L s K t are all B maximal Cohen᎐Macaulay modules. Therefore, a regular section, g
